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Talk presented at the International 
Conference on Bubble Chamber Technology, 	 UCRL- 19870 
Argonne National Laboratory, June 10-12, 
1970 	 . . 

BUBBLE CHAMBER PHYSICS IN TUE SEVENTIES 

G. H. Trilling 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

This meeting, devoted to. a discussion of recent technical developments 

in the bubble chambers, has been to some extent what my old friend, Don 

Glaser, used to call a plumber's meeting. Actually this is not quite true 

since the physics applications were always close to the discussion even when 

devoted to purely technical matters. It is not my intention, in the present 

talk, to repeat or summarize everything that was said in the Last few days. 

You have heard it once and there would be little purpose in repeating it 

now. Bather I would like to emphasize the relation between the technical 

developments and the physics results likely to come from bubble c.hambers in 

future years. .. 	

. 	 : 

Before I start, however, I want to address two remarks to our hosts. 

First, I am sure that all the attendees of this Conference join me in 

congratulating the ANL bubble chamber group for its magnificent achievement 

in successfully operating the world's largest bubble chamber and supercon-

ducting magnet. Second, on behalf of all of us, I want to thank our hosts 

for their hospitality and all the excellent arrangements they have made to 

make this Conference interestin.g and enjoyable. 

I. RECENT BUBBLE CHP1NBER. WORK 

Before saying something about the future it is perhaps worth examining 

the recent past and see where we are now. Therefore I want to begin my 
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discussion with some examples of recent interesting bubble chamber experiments. 

Since there are many bubble chamber builders in the audience, it is appropriate 

to show how far their efforts up to now have taken us in the ability to do 

interesting.experiment. Much of what they usually hear from users is in 

the nature of complaints3 at this point, as a user, I want to say thanks for 

what these efforts have made possible. 

The overall bubble chamber prbgram for all accelerators can be charac-

terized by many kinds of figures: total photographsper year which measures 

in tens of millions, total events processed per year which measures in millions, 

particle beams available to bubble chambers which include protons to "- 30 

0eV,. pions to '- 25 0eV, kaons to " 20GeV, monochromatic polarized photons 

to 	10 GeV, neutrons and Kover a variety of energies. More interesting 

than all these kinds of descriptive information concerning the capabilities 

of the bubble chamber program is some consideration of its recent physics 

contributions 

I can categorize these contrIbutions in the three areas of weak, electro-

magnetic and strong interactions. Some selected examples from each follow: 

A. Weak Interactions 

1. Decay Properties of Hyperons 

High statistics experiments at CERN, Brookhaven, and Berkeley 1  using low 

energy K beams (either stopping or at the A(1520)  energy) have yielded 

remarkablemeaurements of the non-leptonic decay parameters for hyperon 

+ 
decay, particularly Z decay. For example, the asymmetry parameters for 

+ 	+. 	- 
- nit and Z -  nit decay quoted in the Particle Data Tables, namely 

a = 0.068±0.016 and 0.078±0.020 respectively, have statistics of truly 

heroic proportions in back of them. 
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2. Neutrino Interactions 

Work with the propane-filled CERN heavy liquid bubble chamber coupled 

to careful beam normalization has yielded some of the first quantitative 

data on neutrino nucleon interactions including the total crosS-section 

measurement of (0.8 x io_38 cm2 ) X E. 2  Figure 1 shows Some properties of 

the reaction vp .- 	pit based on about 70 interactions on free protons. 

This ability to study processes involving free nucleOns is the threshold to 

a future program which will be a major part of the activity at new high-energy 

accelerators. 

B. Electromagnetic Interactions 

Perhaps the most striking results have been the beautiful p photoproduc-

tion experiments witl-i the SLAC 82-inch chamber exposed to the backscattered 

ruby laser beam facility. These experiments with photons of energy 2.8 and 

4.7 GeV have given striking evidence for s-channel helicity conservation in 

the diffraction production of p mesons 3  This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which 

shows p decay angular distributions in the helicity frame and confirms the 

sin2  C cos2  t  prediction for s-channel helicity conservation. The graphs 

in Fig. 2 are based on about 3000 events at each momentum; these statistics, 

though not huge, required a very substantial exposure (j'-' 770,000 photographs). 

C. Strong Interactions 

Strong interactions have of course been the natural area for bubble 

chamber research. I shall mention a very few items from recent work in this 

field: 

1. Baryon Spectroscopy 

The experimental data for the study of strange baryon resonances has 

almost totally come from bubble chamber formation and production experiments. 
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In this connection I want to mention particularly the beautiful CERN-Heidelberg-

Sac lay systematic study of Kp interactions below and above 1 GeV/c, of which 

a trpical set of results is shown in Fig. 3 taken froma recent paper. When 

one realizes that for each channel whose cross sections are displayed in Fig. 

3 there are detailed angular distributions, polarizations, etc.,the total 

information acquired from such experiments is truly impressive. 

Boson Spectroscopy 

I want to first show three slides from an experiment by the A Group at 

Berkeley to indicate what is probably near thelimit Of what one can do with. 

a conventional experiment. 5  The exposure was a 	run at 7 GeV/c at SLAC 

in the .82-inch chamber. Figure 4a shows a Tc 3t Tc mass spectrum from 49,474 

events of the tipe itp - t+pt+c...Figurejft shows the same for a selected 

subsample of about 2500 events with momentum transfer and (1236) removal 

cuts showing a clear A2  signal without the fine structure in the mass spectrum 

observed n the CERN missing mass spectrometer. 6  Figure 4c shows 474 events 

of the type' 	 and pK+KO  again with a good'A2  signal and no fine 

structure. . The statistics are massive, although after cuts and in the study 

of the rarer channels one quickly gets, down to numbers o.f. events which are 

not very large. 

Production Mechanisms and Many-Particle Final States 

Studies of inelastic processes leading to quasi-two-body or multi-body 

final states have permitted tests of various models for high energy interac-

tions. An enormous amount of information giving cross sections, production 

and decay angular distributions, multi-particle correlations, etc., for a 

large range of energies, incident particles, and both neutron and proton 

targets has been accumulated by laboratories and universities all over the 
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world. The development of theories and models to interpret this immense volume 

of information is a continuing process providing livelihood for many theorists 
4 

and phenomenologists. Indeed it is the generation by bubble chamber experi-

ments of large volumes of data on multi-body final states which has stimulated 

theoretical consideration of ways to analyze and understand this large amount 

of new information. 

It is evident, but must again be emphasized that this brief consideration 

of present bubble chamber work is not a summary but only a mention of a few 

examples to give the flavor of the physics coming out. Having made this short 

review, one can now consider future possibilities. We can ask what sorts of 

development.will lead to new information beyond what we now have. There are 

several types of answers: 

Increases in statistics--one of the lessons of experiment in recent 

years is that large statistical increases do a great deal more than reducing 

errors by a square root factor; they provide a degree of detail not previously 

available and often lead to qualitatively new phenomena. Figure 5 from the 

work of Coyne et al. 7  gives a striking example of this; namely, a dip in the 

Tt 
+- 	. 	.. 	++- 

t mass spectrum from the reaction r p - pn it it at the w mass resulting 

from interference between the G parity violating 23t decay mode of the w and 

the p - 	decay. Than earlier experiment at the same energy this effect 

was not observed because statistics were poorer by about an order of magnitude. 

Increases in types of events accessible to study--conventional 

bubble chamber work with momentum analyzed incident beams permits only the 

study of events with at most one undetected neutral. If the incident particle 

is of unknown momentum, even events with one neutral are difficult to handle. 

The introduction, either internal or external to the bubble chamber, of devices 
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to detect neutrals would greatly widen the window on particle physics provided 

by the bubble Chamber. 

(iii) Increases in energy--it is a fond hope of particle physicists that 

higher energies will provide new insights. These insights can come from 

new processes with energy thresholds above presently studied energies, 

simplification of processes already seen at present energies because of 

cleaner separation between resonances and background, (c) information on 

energy dependence over a wide range of energies of various parameters describing 

the processes such as cross sections, diffraction siopes, decay density matrix 

elements, etc. 

(iv) Improved, capability for neutrino physics--a major justification of 

the NAI accelerator is the potential for detailed studies of neutrino interac-

tions. At present most of our knowledge of weak processes comes from studies 

of the decays of a very finite number of particles in which momentum transfers 

and energies are outside our control. It is evident that a vast potential 

for increasing that knowledge is provided by neutrino interaction processes. 

We now go into some detail in the discussion of techniques which may 

bring about the improved capabilities discussed above. 

II. HYBRID SYSThMS 

The substantial cost of film and data reduction seems to suggest that 

large statistical increases using conventional modes of bubble chamber opera-

tion will not be possible in the future. For some of the simpler interactions, 

the procedure for going to high statistics will involve the abandonment of 

the bubble chamber in favor of large wire chamber spectrometers or streamer 

chambers. However, for many processes involving, for example, (i) many final 

state particles, (ii) slow recoil particles, (iii) multiple vertices, etc., 
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the large solid, angle and vertex visibility of the bubble chamber will still 

be needed. The natural direction for such work with high statistics will be 

the development of hybrid systems, with counters and spark chambers, used both 

for additional information useftl to the analysis and to provide a trigger 

for picture taking on interesting events. Thus high statistics on special 

event ty-pes will be available, without the large volume of film usage involved 

if every expansion is photographed. Since the permissible number of beam 

tracks in a chamber in a single expansion is limited, from the point of view 

of accumulating sizable statistics in a finite time it is desirable to have 

a rapid pulsing capability. This capability is rapidly improving as a result 

of recent technical developments. 

These developments can be summarized as follows: 

The ANL' 30-inch chamber has been operated in a quintuple-pulsing-per-

accelerator-burst mode routinely. The SLAC 40-inch chamber has been 

pulsed at the rate of 12 times per second for one second. As will be 

discussed further both of these chambers are or will soon be used in a 

hybrid mode. 

Barney et al. 8  at SLAC have operated 2-inch and u-inch diameter hydrogen 

chambers at rates of 60 and 90 Hz with good track quality !  A larger 

chamber, of diameter 17 inches and depth 7.5 inches, to run at 60 Hz is 

under construction and scheduled for completion in about one year. This 

chamber is to be operated in conjunction with a wire chamber spectrometer 

to do experiments in boson spectroscopy. 

Walker and collaborators at Wisconsin are also developing a chamber, 

of diameter 14 inches and depth 8 inches, to run at 30 Hz. 

(c) There are also longer range developments. The SLAC group is working with 

.8 
sonic chambers : the chambers are essentially one wave length deep with 

11 
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the sensitive regions in the neighborhood of the anti-nodes. The bubbles 

are formed and recompressed in one single cycle. This group has operated 

a test hydrogen chamber at 9 kHz, wave length about 10 cm, with a sensitive 

region of about 2 cm. A track candidate has been seen. Eventually the 

hope is to go to frequencies below 1 kHz with a sensitive region at least 

20 cm deep. 

The CERN group1°  is working with ultrasonic chambers, at frequencies of 

100 kllz or more. Wave lengths are of the order of mm; a chamber would contain 

many wave lengths giving tracks with gaps of the order of the wave length. In 

this mode, many cycles are required for bubble growth, and recompression is 

accomplished by turning off the ultrasonic excitation for perhaps 10 msec. 

Sensitivity in helium where only a small expansion ratio is needed has been 

achieved sometime ago. Recently sensitivity was achieved in hydrogen, with 

a conventional expansion to obtain part of the pressure drop and ultrasonic 

excitation at 360 kHz to go the rest of the way. 

After these details on rapid pulsing chamber development, it is perhaps 

useful to indicate current work on the application of hybrid systems to particle 

physics experiments: 

Two experiments have been done in the PPA rapid pulsing chamber by 

Cline and coworkers. Both of these experiments involved the study of bosons 

produced at high momentum transfers by pion-nucleon collisions, by means of 

a trigger based on the detection of a relatively fast forward proton. Pre-

liminary results have been reported at the recent Washington APS Meeting. 11 

Guiiderson et al. 12  have combined with the 30-inch ANL chamber a 

counter-spark-chamber setup desiied to detect fast forward outgoing neutral 

particles (neutron or K) produced in it-nucleon interactions at several GeV. 
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This setup gives a trigger on a fast neutral unaccompanied by forward charged 

secondaries in about 1/30 of the expansions. Besides giving this trigger, 

the spark chambers provide accurate directional information for the neutral 

secondary. Adiagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 6. It is anticipated by 

Gunderson et al. that this arrangement will be highly effective in the study 

of backward boson production by 4-6 GeV pions interacting with protons and 

neutrons. 

(3) Another example of a hybrid system is the setup in Fig. 7 proposed 

for a SLAC experiment by the Cal Tech groupJ 3  The intention is to study 

nucleon diffractive dissociation by detecting events produced by high energy 

pions or kaons in which a fast secondary, either charged or neutral, is emitted 

near the forward direction. To achieve this goal, the 40-inch SLAC bubble 

chamber is to be followed by a wire chamber spectrometer of about 1% resolu-

tion, Cerenkov counters, and gamma ray detectors. The spectrometer measures 

the momentum of forward, fast charged secondaries, the Cerenkov counters 

discriminate between pions, kaons and nucleons, and the gamma ray detectors 

determine the directions of photons from the decay of forward emitted T] or 

mesons. This electronic instrumentation is usedto trigger the bubble 

chamber light flash on interesting events defined as nonelastic interactions 

producing a fast forward secondary, charged or neutral.. Furthermore, for 

such events the bubble chamber photograph is supplemented by the precise 

information obtained in the spark chamber setup to permit better fitting 

and identification of events. It is estimated by the Cal Tech group that 

this trigger arrangement reduces the required picture tà.king by a factor of 

about 20. Furthermore, there is, of course an enormous saving in data analysis 

effort. 
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(1) Other hybrid arraigements either being installed or under active 

consideration involve placement of scintillation or solid state counters either 

inside or in very close proximity to bubble chambers for a variety of purposes 

such as: (i) time-of-flit measurements for incidentK mesons, (ii) deter-  	 If 

mination that a beam track has interacted, (iii) detection of multiparticle 

final states. Presuniably more details on these are given elsewhere in the 

Conference Proceedings, and they will not be further discussed here. 14 

To conclude this discussion of hybrid systems, a few general comments, 

not all original with me, are in order: 

As stressed by Walker, hybrid systems have thus far been only marginally 

useful. In part, this is because of the difficulty of .obtaining really useful 

triggers, given the geometrical boundary conditions imposed by a complicated 

device like a bubble chamber.. 	. 

Besides giving more events per picture taken or sometimes instead of 

that, counters and spark chambers can provide additional data useful in making 

fits. There is almost no experience on this as yet. 

(c.) At high energies, with more .collimatibn of .secondaries, hybrid systems 

will probably be easier to design. 

III. TRACK SENSITIVE TARGETS 

The inability of bubble chambers to handle multi-neutral events has 

seriously limited the study of certain classes of inelastic processes. As 

the incident energy increases, the fraction of such events also increases 

markedly with the following deleterious consequences: (i) only a small part 

of the total cross section is accessible to complete event reconstruction 

providing a rather incomplete picture of inelastic processes; (ii) since the 

fittable events are few, the measuring efficiency in terms of the ratio of 
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such events to total events measured is low. Finallyj at high energies even 

the event-s with only one missing neutral are likely to be subject to serious 

ambiguity unless that neutral can be detected. - 

In the past, bubble chamber experiments requiring the detection of 

have used'propane-freon mixtures and more recently hydrogen-neon mixtures. 

For example, a Berkeley-Brookhaven-Orsay-Milan- Saclay collaborative experi-. 

ment to study coherent K interactions in neon has been able to process such 

eventsas 	. 

This experiment is done in the BNL BO-inch chamber filled with a mixture of 

2/3 neon, 1/3 hydrogen (atomic proportion.$), radiation lenBth 43 cm. Figure 

8. shows the it O _ I + I mass spectrum reconstructed from energy and angular 

measurements on the converted photons.. The , -r0  peak has a full width of about 

30 MeV, from which the energy uncertainty for each gamma.ray is about ±17%. 

For different- mixtures, the energy error would be expected to scale roughly 

in inverse proportion to the radiation length. 

For the future, the development which gives the best promise of providing 

good detection of multi-it °  events produced on free nucleons is the track 

sensitive target first developed by DESY and CERN. -15 . In this device, one 

fills the target with hydrogen or deuterium as required by the physics, and 

uses a neon-hydrogen mixture in the outer volume to provide photon conversion. 

Recent development work on this technique has been carried on at CERN in 

collaboration with the Rutherford Laboratory, at SLAC and at BNL. 	 . 

The CERN group has mounted a plexiglas target of rectangular cross section 

- inside the British 1.5 -m hydrogen chamber at the Rutherford Laborato'y. The 

target is 1.+.m long, 30 cm high and 4 cm deep, with a wall thickness of 2 mm. 
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There is no attempt to maintain any pressure or temperature differential between 

the target and the external volume. During expansion the large walls flex 

about 170 . For an actual eeriment to study A°  beta decay, the volume 

outside the target was filled with a neon-hydrogen mixture of radiation 

length 70 cm. Satisfactory sensitivity has been obtained simultaneously in 

the target and in the surrounding volume. Because of a variety of technical 

difficulties actual data taking on a production basis has yet to come; there 

is very little information on distortions and, generally, on practical problems 

of reconstruction and experimental analysis. The CERN group is also contem-

plating the construction of a similar target for the Big European Bubble Chamber 

(BEBC). Such a target which might be 2 to 2.7 m long, 1 m wide and 10 cm deep 

is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

Both the SLAC and BNL groups have taken a somewhat different approach 

to track- sensitive- target design. Because of differences between neon and 

hydrogen vapor pressure curves the single arrangement of equal temperature 

and pressure inside and outside the target somewhat limits the flexibility 

in the choice of mixture proportions to achieve simultaneous sensitivity. A 

hydrogen target cannot run with pure neon in the external volume for example. 

Consequently, to provide more flexibility and more adjustment, both SLAC and 

BNL have designed targets which could maintain both pressure differentials 

and temperature differentials between the tw sensitive volumes. In both 

cases plexiglas cylinders are used with somewhat elaborate bellows arrange-

ments permitting a higher pressure in the target and cooling loops to allow 

a lower temperature in the target.. Figure 10 shows the target arrangement 

being constructed for the BNL 80-inch chamber, namely a plexiglas cylinder 

20 cm in diameter and 1.45 m long0 If this arrangement is successful, a 

number of experiments will probably be run with it early next year. For the 

S 
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NAL chamber, discussed in the next section, a .target consisting of a cylinder 

3 rn long and 1.6 m in diameter is contemplated. It is useful to note here 

that it is not strictly necessary to convert all gas for a successful fit. 

In.a two-it9  event, energy and angle measurements for all gammas give a 6c fit, 

and in the absence of one converted gamma a 3C fit is still possible. 

In conclusion, it is pethaps appropriate to stress the following points: 

No one has yet successfully done a real physics experiment.with a 

track-sensitive-target even though they have existed in principle for several 

years. The problems of distortion, reconstruction, etc. have not had the 

test of a real physics problem. It is therefore fair to say that considerable 

development still lies ahead. 	. 	. 

For the reasons stated at the beginning of this section the real value 

of the bubble chamber technique for hadron physics at very high energy may 

crucially depend on the success of the track-sensitive-target technique. 

IV. LARGE BUBBLE CHAMBERS 

A number of large bubble chambers are being constructed, tested or, as 

in the case of the ANL 12-foot chamber, are ready to do some physics. Table I 

contains some information on these chambers. 

I believe it is fair to say that the real justification for building 

chambers in the 20-100 rn 3  volume range is the neutrino physics. While it is 

extremely likely that with such chambers, improved hadron physics experiments 

can be carried out, it is not entirely clear that if hadron physics were the 

only justification the investment for a very large chamber would be an optimal 

use of limited funds. Indeed I think that whether such an investment were 

optimal or not hinges substantially on the successful usage of track-sensitive 

targets. I shall now consider separately the applications to neutrino and 

hadron physics. 
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Table I. 	Large Chambers 

Approximate 
Name Type Dimensions .. 	date of operation 

ANL 12-foot Hydrogen 12-foot diameter. 	•. Now 
7-foot height 

• Gargamelle Heavy liquid .8-m length 
• 

.: 	 Experiment in 
1.9-m diameter . 	 spring 1971 

Mirabelle • 	 Hydrogen 4.5--.rn length Experiment at 
1.6-m diameter 	. Serpukhov in 

late 1971 	1 

BEEC 	•. . 	 Hydrogen 307-m diameter 	. 	. . . 	 Experiment in 1972 
2.0-rn height 

BI\II, 11-foot Hydrogen 11-foot sphere 	. . 	 Experiment in 
summer 1972 

HAL 14-foot Hydrogen 	. 12-foot sphere First cool down 
plus two-foot 	• 	. in summer 1972 
•extensibn in beam 
direction 	. 

RHEL . Hydrogen 1.7-rn diameter . 	 About 1974 
1.0-rn height 
70kGfield 

Notes: 	(1) The RI-tEL chamber is not a large chamber in the sense of the 

other entries, but because of its.high fe1d over a substantial 

volume it does represent a new step and is therefore listed here. 

(2) The BNL 11-foot is an expanded version of the present 7-foot test 

facility. 	I have not put in the latter in this list because it 

is not truly a production facility available to users. 
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A. Neutrino Physics 

It is evident that neutrino physics is an area:in  which there is an 

enormous potential for new knowledge: our present experimental information 

on weak interactions comes from the study of a few decays, in which we have 

little choice of energy or momentum transfer, and very limited data on neutrino 

interactions in complex nuclei andon nucleons. This area of weak interactions 

unquestionably supplies one of the major scientific justifications for the 

construction of higher energy accelerators. 

Just to fix ideas it may be useful to review some major areas of interest: 

"Elastic Processes" 

+ 
v + p-1i + n 

Resonance production-form factors and study of selection rules 

v + p 	(1236) + 

v+n -  

v+n - 	+ t 

Hyperon production and study of S/LQ = 1 rule 

- 	 0 	+ 
v+p - A +p. 

+p-> E0+k+ 

v+n - E_+i+ 

v + n - 	± i 	(violates L3/1 = 1) 

(a) Measurements of total vN and N cross sections as a function of neutrino 

energy. It is of interest to determine the validity at higher energies 

of the previously measured total cross section, 

(0.8±0,2) E X 10_ 38  cm2/nucleon 
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Studies of d2  q 0/d 2dv in the inelastic continuum region, where q 2  is 

the lepton squared-momentum-transfer and v is the difference between 

incident and final total laboratory energies of the leptons. 

Searches for higher mass intermediate vector bosons. 

Other special studies such as, 

diagonal couplings -- Ve + e - Ve + e 

neutral currents at high momentum transfer --• V ± p - v + p 

The first three of these groups of experiments are well suited to rela-

tively low énèrgy neutrinos (E <5 GeV) and will undoubtedly be investigated 

by the 12-footPJNL and 11-foot BI\UJ chambers and the CERN 3.7-meter chamber. 

Exploratory work on (d), (e), (f) and (g) at CERN will he carried out by the 

Gargamelle heavy-liquid chamber; as will be shown further the ability to 

convert gammas and measure total v energies is essential in (d) and (e) and 

a C2P5C1 filling of Gargamelle provides this ability to a useful degree. 

With these ideas in mind one can now ask for the optimal characteristics 

of a chamber suited to this type of work. 

(i) Size--In the 1968 NAL Summer Study Report it was stated that the 

neutrino program demands the largest chamber compatible with (i) available 

funds, (ii) technical feasibility, and (iii) a not too excessive cosmic ray 

background. This argument was used to support the 25-foot chamber proposed 

for NAL. Unfortunately, limitation of.funds has prevented the authorization 

of this propOsal. Presently the NAL program includes the construction of a 

chamber in the shape of a 12-foot-diameter sphere of design similar to the 

proposed BNL modifications of the7 - foot facility. Figure 9 shows a diagram 

of that design; this picture should only be taken as a zeroth order approxima-

tion of what the actual NAL chamber will look like. 
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J 1he 1rge size is of course required by rate considerations 	To illustrate 

16 with a numerical example, a recent study by M. L. Stevenson of an experiment 

to do deep inelastic scattering above 17 GeV. shows an event rate of one.event 

• 	 per 70 machine pulses at 2 x 1013  protons per pulse with an assumed total 

-38 2 cross section of 0.8 E X 10 	cm 	If the actual cross section fails to 
V 

keep rising at this rate the statistics become even worse. Furthermore, 

Stevenson's estimates assumed the availability of the whole chamber--gamma 

ray and muon detectors are both external. If one uses track sensitive targets 

with neon outside for photon detection, the effective event rate easily goes 

down another factor of 3 or -i-. The need for large volume is then obvious. 

Magnetic Field--Roe and Stevenson 17  have emphasized the importance 

of high field for neutrino work, particularly at the high energy end of the 

neutrino spectrum. The argument is basically that the neutrino energy for 

each event must be determined from measurements on secondaries of the inter-

action to a precision of a few percent or better, because of the high sensi-

tivity of the flux to the energy. In addition, if neon is used outside a 

track sensitive insert, a high field is crucial to the photon energy measure-

ments. The present NAL proposal envisages a 30 kgaüss field. The large 

BNL, CERN and AWL chambers are designed for 30, 35, and 18 kgauss respectively. 

Other Features--Neutrinos do not come momentum analyzed. It is 

therefore essential if one is to go beyond the few 3.0 fit reactions to have 

detectors of neutrals and detectors of the final lepton. Even if one is 

studying general features such as cross sections and inelastic form factors 

rather than the characteristics of special event types the necessity to know 

total energy and momentum transfer requires detection of the muon and the 

neutrals. This detection can be accomplished by: 
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Use of a track-sensitive target with nedn outside. For example, in 

the NAL chamber one could use a 1.6-m diameter, 3-rn long target. This leaves 

about two conversion lengths of neon downstream, but provides a hydrogen 	 ft  

volume of only 6rn3  instead of 25 rn3  for the whole useful volume. Unfortunately • 

this arrangement gives only one nuclear interaction length and is inadequate 

for muon detection. 	 . 	 . 

Shower detectors and muon detectors external to the chamber. The 

shower detectors in their simplest form might just measure to a few percent 

the total energy in photons and in a more complex form would give detailed 

direction, and energy information for all Tc ° ' s. The".muon detector will have 

to identify whiéh of the outgoing tracks is the muon. An arrangement of this 

type suggested. by Stevensonl6  is shown in Fig. 12. 

B. Strong Interaction Physics at High Ener Eies  

There exists some difference of opinion as to the role to be played by 

large bubble chambers in future studies in strong intéractioñs. The diffi-

culties are the following: . . . 

Cross sections of non-diffractive channels susceptible to conventional 

kinematic fitting--probably only the i-C events--are rapidly decreasing func-

tions of energy. At high energies such processes might have cross sections 

only in the microbarn range. At the same time, one wOuld have to measure a 

very large number of events to have a useful sample of the fittable types. 

At the same time there are competing techniques, namely streamer 

chambers and wire chamber spectrometers which can handle particular configura-

tions of events more effectively insofar as statistics and measuring precision 

are concerned. The hybrid system with a smaller, rapid-cycling chamber is 

also a serious competitor for certain experiments. 
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Yet there are some positive factors which should also be kept in mind: 

(iii) As an exploratory tool to provide first detailed looks at high energy 

processes, the large chamber will probably be of great useñlness. Remembering 

that the decay lengths of strange particles in the 70-100 GeV range lie in 

the 3 -7•meters:region, the large chamber as a survey device will have a signi-

ficantdetection efficiency advantage over an intermediate chamber in the 

2-meter domain. Analytical calculations and Monte Carlo. studies have demon-

strated that 11--constraint events should be readily handlable in a conventional 

way up to at least 50 or 100 GeV. LachlB  has suggested the use of upstream 

wire chambers to provide high precision directional information on beam particles. 

(iv) The ability to push the usefulness of the large chamber beyond 

exploration to the detailed study of high energy, multi-particle processes 

depends, in my view, largely on the success of the track-sensitive-target 

technique.. If the present ideas can be turned into:truly operational tech-

niques without, in the target measurements, loss of precision and without 

excessive difficulties in disentangling photons observed in the neon volume 

and associating •  them properly with their parent vertex, the large chamber 

may assume at high energy the same importance that intermediate chambers 

have had in the one to several 0eV regime. 

V. CONCLUSION 

I must apologize to all the scientists and engineers who have made reports 

to the Conference for my many omissions. As indicated at the begianing, this 

presentation is not in any sense a summary, but rather a collection of topics 

of general interest to one who might be interested in being a bubble chamber 

user during the next few years. As is abundantly clear, there are now a 

series of developments which may tremendously increase the power of the 
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Uubble chamber, .nrne1y, hybrid systems, track-sensitive targets, large volume 

chambers with more or less high maietic fields None of these techniq,ues 

I, . 
has yet progressed to the point of giving new results and enhightnrnent 

previously unavailable. The next few years will tell if the apparent promise 

of these methods can be translated into a flood of newhysics results. Hope-

Thily we shall know at the time of the next Bubble Chamber Conference. 
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FIGURE CTIONS 

Fig 1 q2  and M2 (it p) distributions for events v + p 	11 + p + it 	identi- 

fied in 'the,CERr heavy liquid bubble chamber filled with propane. 

Fig. 2. p°  decay angular distributions for Ip - p°p using linearly polarized 

photons. 

Fig. 3. Kp channel cross sections as a function of momentum between 400 and 

800 MeV/c 

Fig. 4. (a)'it mass distribution from about 70,000 events of the te 

it p -. pit it it 	at 7 GeV/c incident momentum. (b) Same mass distribution 

after removal of (1236) and removal of events with t< 0.2 (GeV/c) 2  
pp 

(c) ipt And K K mass distribution from the reactions it p 	it Tjp and 

it +p — K.K prespectively. 

Fig. 7. itir mass spectrum for the reaction it+p 	,+JC+1t 	near 3.7 GeV/c 

incident momentum. 	 . 	. 

Fig. 6. Setup, of Wisconsin group for hybrid system triggering AJL chamber 

on fast forward neutral secondaries, 	 ' 

Fig. 7. Setup proposed by Cal Tech group for SLAC experiment. 

Fig. 8. iy mass spectrum in mixture of 2/3 neon, 1/3 hydrogen in BNL 80-inch 

chamber. 

Fig. 9, Proposed track-sensitive-target arrangement for the 3.7 - rn European 

bubble chamber (BEBC). 

Fig. 10. Proposed track- sensitive- target configuration for BNL 80-inch chamber. 

Fig. 11. Rough approximation of proposed NAL 12-foot chamber design. 

Fig.. 12. Arrangement proposed for studying neutrino deep inelastic scattering 

at NAL. Quantameter measures total energy in rt°  meson. Hadrometer identifies 

the muon secondary. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa-
tion contained in this rep ort, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in-
fringe privately owned rights; or 
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person aàting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee  of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro-
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 

C 	with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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